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#ZimPolls2018

What’s stopping
Zim’s young
people from
participating in
elections?
by Hillary Musarurwa | Doctoral Candidate, Durban
University of Technology
Photo: The Guardian

Z

imbabwe will hold fresh elections
at the end of July this year, a sign
that, following decades of rule
under autocratic leader Robert
Mugabe, the southern African
nation is on the path towards democracy.
But are the country’s young people ready to
get involved in politics?
The signs elsewhere on the continent aren’t
hopeful. Given Africa’s youth bulge, in
which 39.5% of the continent’s population
is aged between 18 and 45, it wouldn’t be
unreasonable to expect the majority of voters
would be young people. But this is not the
case.
For the most part, young people are apathetic
when it comes to elections. While they’re the
most affected by democratic processes, they
appear to be the least interested in them. For
example in Nigeria’s 2011 polls, only 52.6%
of young people voted while in South Africa’s
2014 national elections, apathy was the
reason for a registration level of just 33% for
18 and 19 year olds.
This phenomenon isn’t unique to Africa.
Across the world young voters are failing
to turn up at the polls. Levels of youth
participation are verylow in the UK and
Ireland and most of the southern European
states like Italy, Greece and Portugal.
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In my recent study, I set out to explore the
level of youth participation (as candidates,
voters and activists) in Zimbabwe’s elections
and governance processes, what restricts
their participation and what can be done to
support them. I defined youth as people aged
between 15 and 35.
My evidence showed that their participation
is low, hampered by restrictive political
parties and a lack of three things – interest,
information and funds.
To change this, there needs to be an effort to
create political, structural and physical spaces
that allow for their meaningful participation.
This could, for example, include allocating
quotas to young people and prioritising
youth empowerment. South Africa’s two
main opposition parties have done this well –
young people lead the Democratic Allianceas
well as the Economic Freedom Fighters.
Research findings
A third of the young people I interviewed said
that they hadn’t taken part in activities such
as rallies, council meetings and meetings
within communities. A quarter of them said
they didn’t participate often while only a fifth
said they did so extremely often.
Political parties were cited as the main
reason (67%) that prevented meaningful
youth participation. For example, only 17%

believed that political parties were
creating spaces and making an effort
to level the playing field so that they
could participate in elections.
This exclusion is driven by what the
scholar and expert on young people,
Barry Checkoway, calls ‘adultism’
– when adults take a position that
they are better than young people
and prescribe solutions for them.
Young people are seen as potentially
dangerous elements that should be
kept away from key decision-making
processes.
On top of this, poverty makes young
people particularly vulnerable to
being excluded. About 70% of young
people in Zimbabwe are unemployed.
And those that work experience
extreme poverty, earningless than
US$2 per capita per day. This renders
them susceptible to exploitation and
control – young people who are poor
are ready to sell their rights, for food
hand-outs and promises of jobs that
never materialise.
But it’s not just about the adults.
Young people are also to blame for
low participation.
In the interviews they showed a lack

of interest in a system they felt they
couldn’t change. They share this apathy
with many other Zimbabweans. The
legitimacy of the country’s elections
since independence has always been
a thorny issue. The opposition has
regularly raised accusations of votebuying, electoral fraud, vote rigging,
as well as the intimidation of voters by
the ruling party - Zanu-PF. This has
led many to question the legitimacy
of the electoral process.
Other barriers to young people
include a lack of financial resources,
lack of capacity, lack of information
and the absence of a culture of
positive engagement. Most believed
that young people were prepared to
run for office in the 2018 elections.
But nearly half indicated that young
people needed more support, such as
leadership training, in preparation for
running for office.
Increasing participation
When asked what the top five
solutions
to
improving
the
participation of young people were
the answers included:
•
freedom to participate in
politics and development without

restrictions (71%),
•
provision of leadership
training (54%),
•
youth awareness campaigns
(42%),
•
pro-youth policies (40%),
and
•
effective engagement in
productive activities (38%).
Young people should be viewed as
a vital source of information which
justifies the need for adults to give
them space and opportunities to
engage meaningfully. This could be
done through local campaigns, like
the United Nations’ ‘Not Too Young
to Run’ campaign. This promotes
the right for young people to run
for office, creates awareness and
mobilises them.
Young people also need to be
equipped to participate in politics.
This includes getting support through
leadership training and training in
elections and governance processes.
Finally, resources and support must
be given to youth-led initiatives that
are reaching out to young people
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inspiration

“I wanted to be the change
that Zimbabwe needed...”
Denny Marandure,
ZOL CEO:
Man on a Mission

H

by Ann Rothrock Beattie / Harare Magazine
is vast international experience is the cornerstone that propelled him to return to Zimbabwe and bring connectivity
home. Denny earned a Bachelor of Business Studies (Honours) degree from the University of Zimbabwe and an MBA
from Howard University in the United States and went on to
become a big boss at the mammoth telecommunications company, Verizon
Communications. He spoke to us excitedly about the project he worked on
with Verizon in Iraq to set up the very first mobile network there in 2004.
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On a trip back to
Zimbabwe in 2009, Denny
was incredibly frustrated
by the lack of internet
connectivity in Zimbabwe
and scurried back to
the land of high-speed
internet. But he couldn’t
let go of the desire to
bring his home country
up to speed in the world
of telecommunications. “I
wanted to be the change
that Zimbabwe needed,” he
said.
His appointment as CEO of
ZOL in September of 2014
marked the beginning of
change in the ISP market.
In a short period of time,
Denny has accumulated
many IT Awards that all
reflect the astounding
accomplishments he has
realised. His true love of
marketing has led ZOL
to establish itself as a
frontrunner and leading
provider of Fiber-To-TheHome (FTTH) with the
Fibroniks packages that
have been so popular and
now service over 35,000
customers. ZOL’s lack of
awareness was short-lived
once Denny took over and
he has led the company to
win the MAZ (Marketers
Association of Zimbabwe)
award
for
Marketing
Oriented CEO of the year,
two years in a row. The
total list of ZOL’s awards is
long and distinguished and
I am sure it will continue to
grow.

Denny’s
passion to
connect
everyone
has transformed
the lives
of many,

The recognisable orange
signage we see all over
town is testament to the
growing footprint that
Denny is committed to.
His excitement about
ZOL’s upcoming projects
is obvious in the way he
talks about them. In April
2018, the LTE base stations
will be launched. This
technology brings high
speed internet connectivity
through the use of beams
that will increase reach and
capacity.
ZOL is also launching an
environmental initiative
that is revolutionary in
Zimbabwe. EnviroServe is
an e-waste recycling effort
that will provide bins –
orange ones, of course!
– where old and obsolete
electronical devices can

be properly disposed.
ZOL has partnered with
a company in Dubai to
make this happen in
Zimbabwe, so be on the
lookout for a place to put
all those unwanted devices!
Recycling is important in
today’s world. As stewards
of
the
environment,
we are responsible for
preserving and protecting
our resources for ourselves
and future generations
and ZOL Zimbabwe has
taken the initiative to
lead in taking care of our
environment for the sake
of the next generation.
Denny’s passion to connect
everyone has transformed
the lives of many, in
keeping with the Mission
Statement; he also believes
July 2018. CM. Page 17
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strongly in giving back to
the community. Denny and
ZOL put fibre in Warren
Park and created low-cost
packages for that area;
ZOL also has a program to
that supports education by
providing free internet to
a number of schools. ZOL
is an Associate sponsor and
Communications partner
for the Zimbabwe Open
Golf tournament, which is
part of the Sunshine Tour.
The ZOL Main Stage at
HIFA, one of the biggest
music and cultural shows
in Africa, is testimony to
ZOL’s support of music and
culture in Zimbabwe.
ZOL’s partnership with
Kwese TV makes Denny
very excited, as he will
be able to follow the
Washington Wizards, the
NBA team he supports.
Kwese TV is growing by the
day in popularity. Denny
enthusiastically explained
to us that now with the
ZOLphone (VoIP) service,
Kwese TV and Fibroniks,
ZOLcompletes the threeplay service offering he has
strived to achieve, which
is also in sync with the
three categories from the
Mission Statement, “…live,
work and play.”
ZOL was the first ISP to
launch a Mobile App in
Zimbabwe, the “MyZol”
App, and they are also
the first to have 24/7/365
customer call centre with a

Denny’s
tireless
commitment &
devotion
to his
company,
its brand
and its
customer
service
results in
happy and
connected
customers.

live chat option. The highly
popular ZOLspots provide
Fibroniks on the go, and
ZOL was nominated for
an award at the annual
AfricaCom Awards in 2016
and 2017 for this innovative
technology. ZOL is also
bringing a clever wireless
router that can fit in your
pocket, called MiFi, which
will provide connectivity
to many people including
students who need to
do their homework or
research on the internet.
Denny
Marandure
is
an inspiring role model
in business. Despite his
hectic schedule, board
commitments, and an
extensive travel schedule,
Denny always puts his
customers first. His tireless
commitment and devotion
to his company, its brand
and its customer service
results in happy and
connected customers
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career chat

The Keyword Approach
To A CV & Cover Letter

I

n a keyword search of resumes and cover letters, employers identify, either electronically or manually,
important words or phrases related to the job description. Candidates will then be selected for further
review based on the number and/or level of matches found in the search. According to Registered
Organisational Psychologist & Career Coach, Phiona Martin, “Most companies are using (Applicant Tracking
Systems)ATS and if you are making online applications, you can no longer ignore the requirement for your
CV to be ATS “friendly.” To develop a keyword resume and cover letter, study the job description carefully,
identifying important words/phrases from both the responsibilities and qualications of the job (highlighted in
red for demonstration purposes only). Incorporate these words and phrases into your resume and cover letter
using your background and experiences.

PRO-TIP

IG: phiona_careercoach

10 Burnham Road
Khumalo,
Bulawayo
16 April 2018
Human Resources Director
Grand Safari Hotel
48A Central Avenue,
Victoria Falls

Mirror the Job
Description wording
in your CV, including
the tense it is written
e.g if job description
says “management of
suppliers” change if
your CV says “managing
vendors and contractors”.

As an outgoing and high energy individual with experience in sales, customer service, and event
planning, I am an ideal candidate for the position of event coordinator for the Grand Safari Hotel.
Attached to this email, you will find my resume which details my qualifications for this position.
As President of the Campus Business Society, an active business fraternity, I planned and executed
the most attended conference in the chapter’s history, attracting over 250 conference participants. In
this role, I negotiated with and secured the venue, scheduled speakers, and supervised conference
promotions. As an intern at Events R Us, I worked closely with clients to coordinate receptions. I
have demonstrated the customer service, communication, and problem resolution skills necessary to
successfully fill the requirements of the Event Coordinator.
My ability to multi-task and manage my time effectively has been proven through my success as a
student while working and staying involved on campus. I look forward to similar challenges in a fastpaced, customer focused environment such as the Grand Safari Hotel.
Sincerely,

Musa Zidla
Musa Zidla
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There is lingo in every profession/industry.
It maybe software, skills, certifications,
licenses, responsibilities, or procedures. The
words that matter in your profession need to
be included in your CV/Resume. Use both
acronyms and spelled out form of titles.

Words & Illustrations by Tafadzwa Mhepoh

Dear Human Resources Director:

You may opt to leave off your street
address. It can be a source of bias
about the part of town you live in,
the length of your commute and even
identity theft. Employers are unlikely
to reply you via post anyway.
Musa Zidla
10 Burnham Road, Khumalo, Bulawayo, ZW – musazidla@campusmoments.org +263-71-123-4567
OBJECTIVE
To emphasize organisation and customer service as the Event Coordinator for the Grand Safari 		
Hotel
EDUCATION
University of Zimbabwe
Bachelor of Arts (May 2015)
Majors: English and History
Degree Classification: 2.1

Make use of free cloud services like Wordle
and TagCrowd to help you determine the
right keywords to use in your CV. Just
copy and paste the job description into the
generators and the software will tell you
which keywords are important to include in
your CV.

EXPERIENCE
Sales Associate, August 2013 - May 2014; August 2014 - Present
Best Buy, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
• Provide exceptional customer assistance and answer questions in a quick and effective manner
• Train and support 5 new Sales Associates in customer service, product knowledge, selling 		
techniques and store protocol
• Operate inventory and sales database systems,
List your jobs

in reverse chronological
order.
If you’re a recent
grad, it’s fine to list
your education first.
Otherwise keep it at
the bottom.

Planning and Public Relations Intern, May - August 2014
Events R Us, Harare, Zimbabwe
• Met with customers, determining needs, schedules, and budget
• Coordinated catering for events welcoming over 300 guests
• Promoted services at public and business-to-business fairs
• Calculated and generated reports of expenses and billable hours
Server/Host, May 2011 - August 2012
Applebee’s Grill, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
• Handled over $1,000 a day in cash sales and prepared daily sales summaries for
management
• Marketed seasonal and promotional specials
• Demonstrated ability to work as a team member and independently with minimal
supervision

ACTIVITIES
Campus Business Society – President, 2013-2014
• Planned organised and monitored annual 5 day conference with more than 400 participants Whenever possible,
provide actual
• Increased conference participants by 20% over previous year
numbers to frame
• Coordinated speakers and logistics with appropriate officials in person and over the phone
Association of Young Investors– Treasurer, 2012-2013
• Managed financial records for 100 member association
• Negotiated contracts with vendors for items and services to ensure highest value per dollar

what you’ve done in a
quantifiable way.
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fitness

5 WAYS TO
REACH YOUR
BODY GOALS
by Denice Pine

“Great Summer
Bodies
Are Made In
Winter”
This is a trending statement that even I
myself have used a couple of times . To be
honest in winter its harder to get your body
goals. Here is why:
1. It’s cold , you are not going to get out of
bed early enough to hit the gym.
2. The cravings are high , hence you eat so
much more of the bad stuff
3. It’s cold after work or school and all you
can think of is getting back to your warm
bed.
4. Hot chocolate is nice!
So in all honesty it can be a tough one. However here are some tips / hacks to help you
shape up in winter.

		
		
		
		

About the 30 Day Challenge :
It starts beginning of every month .
Cost is $50 on Ecocash
(excluding shipping cost if not in Harare)
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Client gets the following :
Basic diet and meal guide
Basic Home work out program (4 wks)
Detox tea for 2 weeks.
24 hr WhatsApp support

1. Stay hydrated:
In winter we drink much less water
and guess what? we get dehydrated..
People do not realize that dehydration masks itself as hunger and as a
result we eat to quench the “thirst”.
So whenever you feel hungry ,
drunk some water first. You will be
surprised

2. Reduce carb intake:
It’s winter , you are bound to do
much less hence won’t burn most
of the energy you take in from
your food. With that said, eat more
protein and vegetables to keep your
weight steady or to even drop it.

3. Exercise:
30 mins a day can really help you
reach your goal . It doesn’t sound
like much but it goes a long way .

4. Prepare mentally:
Mental wellness is something that is
taken for granted by so many. What
we don’t realize is the fact that our
bodies respond to our mind. What
we think we are what we become.
With that said, do Yoga it will help
you meditate.

5. Buddy system:
It works. Team work makes the
dream work. Become accountable
to the next person and that way you
will never miss a days session.
Add these 5 tips to your lifestyle
this winter and see how it will bring
positive change
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food

H

Potatoes
in 4
Awesome
Ways

by Siphiwe Ndlovu
ave you ever been so
hungry and you discover the only thing
you have in your
kitchen are potatoes.

It may be quite distressing but let me
enlighten you, the potato is the fifth
most important crop worldwide,
imagine that.
Potatoes are versatile and very
healthy. You can fight cancer, control
diabetes and get stronger bones by
eating this “boring” starch.
The potato is not at all boring there
are over 3000 recipes for potatoes and
most importantly they are all quite affordable and delicious.
I will just show u a few of those recipes. The many others you can find at
allrecipes.com.
My first go to potato recipe is Potato
Fritters.
Now these are absolutely mouth waJuly 2018. CM. Page 34

teringly delicious. What do u need
for these well; 1 big potato, 1 onion
finely chopped, 1 level tablespoon
flour preferable self-raising if not add
a 1 level teaspoon of baking powder,1
teaspoon salt, pinch of pepper and
half an egg beaten.
Now you got the ingredients, this is
how you go about it.
1.
2.

Peel and grate your potatoes into
a bowl, mix in your bitten egg
and then your seasoning.
Sieve in your flour into the mixture and then mix, scoop spoonful’s into a pan and then dip fat
fry until golden brown. You can
now enjoy as part of your breakfast lunch or even supper.

My second recipe is Mashed
Potatoes.
1. Boil your unpeeled potatoes.
When your potatoes are soft you
can now peel them with your
hands, put them in cold water
makes peeling them easier.
2. After they are all peeled mash

“...there are
many recipes
for potatoes,
all quite
affordable &
delicious.”

them use a masher or cut them up and
use a fork till they are soft not lumpy
add milk or butter or both it will make
them soft and even more mouth watering. Serve with gravy and meat.
You can even make use of your mashed
potatoes for your Shepherd’s Pie which is a
layer of mashed potatoes a layer of mince a
layer of mixed vegetables a layer of mashed
potatoes and then sprinkle cheese on top all
in a baking tray. Then you bake grill until
cheese melts and it becomes golden brown.

Shepherd’s
pie

Potato
fritters

Mashed
potatoes

Have you ever cooked too many potatoes
and had some leftover. Cold potatoes from
the fridge what to do with them?
Sauté
Potatoes.

Well I have two words Sauté
Potatoes. They will change your life tease
your palate and open a world of undiscovered flavour to you.

How to make them? Well that’s easy peasy.
1. Cut your boiled potatoes into rings.
Heat about 50g margarine in a frying
pan add your potato rings until heated
through and lightly browned on both
sides.
Now I could go on forever so what you just
do type potato recipes on your internet
search engine and trust me you will see an
endless list of the most amazingly delicious
recipes you can do with just a potato
July 2018. CM. Page 35

#VacationSeason
#Vacation
Binge Watch
List

1. Luke Cage
Network: Netflix
Commitment: Approx. 10 hours
Luke Cage is obviously a Marvel product, but it’s also the
product of its creator, Cheo Hodari Coker, and its cast, including Mike Colter, Mahershala Ali, Alfre Woodard, Simone Missick, and Erik LaRay Harvey (plus appearances by Frankie Faison, Ron Cephas Jones and, of course,
Method Man): The series has more flexibility in addressing its subject matter thanks to its platform, but it’s hard
to imagine that it’d speak as loudly or as boldly even on
Netflix without Coker driving the narrative forward.
Even though he stumbles during the show’s midsection,
his errors don’t add up to more than an inconvenience:
Luke Cage blends its source material with a wide range
of influences, from jazz to rap to horrors ripped straight
from the headlines, and churns out a yarn that’s as powerful as it is irresistibly poppy. Andy Crump

2. Dear White People

Network: Netflix
Commitment: Approx. 4 hours (season 1); around 8 if
you binge season 2 as well
Based on creator Justin Simien’s 2014 indie, Netflix’s original
series—narrated by Breaking Bad and Better Call Saul’s Giancarlo Esposito—replicates the pungent humor of the film
without ever seeming stale, or static: Its knives are sharp,
and they’re pointed in every direction. Though its primary
target is white privilege, in forms both egregious (blackface
parties) and mundane (calls to end “divisive” politics), Dear
White People, set on the campus of a fictional Ivy League
university, is even funnier when it turns to the details of the
black students’ personal and ideological choices, transforming the notion of the “problematic fave,” from the McRib to
The Cosby Show into the engine of its entertaining, incisive
comedy. Matt Brennan
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3. Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Network:NBC
Commitment: Approx. 19 hours
Throughout the first season’s run, some writers and critics
seemed dead set on finding some kind of flaw to pounce on
with the show, zeroing in on how the minority characters are
represented. This may be a wild generalization, but I think
this was a natural reaction to one of the most overtly feminist
sitcoms ever produced. Kimmy Schmidt is most certainly
upsetting the natural order of your typical network sitcom.
The show’s titular character is defining her life on her own
terms and by her own standards. For some reason that still
freaks some people out so they dismiss it or find some way
to poke holes in the vehicle for that idea. That is what makes
the prospect of a second season so exciting. Just as the show
can go in a myriad of different directions, so too can Kimmy
Schmidt. Now that she has put the awful time in the bunker to bed, she can face a new day with that infectious smile,
bubbly attitude, and enthusiastic embrace of life experience.
Sorry nitpickers and network executives; Kimmy Schmidt is
going to make it after all. Robert Ham

4, Sense 8

5. Glow

Network: Netflix
Commitment: Approx. 5 hours
A nearly unrecognizable Alison Brie (credit the ‘80s hair
and eyebrows for her transformation) stars as Ruth Wilder,
an aspiring actress who finds her perfect role in the Gorgeous Ladies of Wrestling. What she lacks in skill, Ruth
makes up for in pluck. Her frenemy, former soap star Debbie Eagan (Betty Gilpin), becomes her perfect foil. Marc
Maron is hilarious as their world-weary producer and
Sydelle Noel is a stand out as stunt woman-turned-trainer
Cherry Bang. Come for the ridiculous costumes, makeup
and hair. Stay for the surprisingly poignant show about female empowerment. Amy Amatangelo

7. American Vandal

Network: Netflix
Commitment: Approx. 10 hours
American Vandal is the tongue-in-cheek antidote to the
“true crime” craze: a “prestige docuseries” on the subject
of dick-drawing, set on dismantling the form from within.
After all, its understanding of the form is impeccable: With
dramatic cold opens, floated theories and test cases; interviews, illustrations and re-creations; careful cliffhangers
and a Jinx-style hot mic, it applies the genre’s commonplaces to absurd situations with aplomb. It’s a pungently goofy
reminder that the history of “true crime” is dominated by
“lowbrow” media—pulpy magazines, grocery-store paperbacks, salacious installments of Dateline or 20/20—and
that its newfound sense of “prestige” is primarily a function
of style. Still, American Vandal’s most surprising strength
is not its satire—which is, in the end, rather low-hanging
fruit—but its steady construction of a narrative backdrop
more compelling than its creators realize. Matt Brennan

Network: Netflix
Commitment: Approx. 23 hours
This globe-trotting and glitzy sci-fi series, drops us into a
world where eight strangers in different parts of the planet
are somehow psychically and emotionally linked. Through
the first season’s 12 episodes—and the recent Christmas special follow this assortment of confused and beautiful people
as they try to understand this connection, use their newfound abilities to help one another, and engage in not one
but two blissfully queer orgies. As wacky and over-the-top
as Sense8 can often get, the series remains important as it
deals with issues of sexuality and gender identity through
the work of trans actress Jamie Clayton and performers
Miguel Silvestre and Alfonso Herrera’s portrayal of a gay
couple in Mexico City. Robert Ham

6. Chewing Gum

Network: E4 (U.K.)
Commitment: Approx. 10 hours
In the series premiere of Chewing Gum, Tracey (Coel),
raised fundamentalist and still a virgin at 24, asks her best
friend to give her a makeover “like Beyoncé’” to convince
her deeply religious (and just as deeply closeted) fiancé to
finally have sex with her. He rejects her for being openly
desirous of sex, saying she looks like if a Barbie doll “rolled
around in the mud then turned into a negro.” When that
fails, she falls into bed with a new, white boyfriend, Connor
(Robert Lonsdale). Tracey leans into and explores a sexuality that’s weird, cartoonish, and ultimately doesn’t even
involve penetrative sex—Chewing Gum is instead preoccupied with the awkwardness and anxieties of sex, ignoring
whether it’s unflattering and uninterested in whether or not
it’s empowering. It’s about honest sexual expression and
the joy of learning not to care when you can’t meet a lofty
standard, and there’s real pleasure in discovering Tracey’s
sexual absurdity. Season Two comes to the streaming service April 4. Sidney Fussell
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opine

Russia 2018
World Cup:
Africans’
Rigidity
Exposed
by By Yasin Musa Ayami | Durban University of
Technology & Dr W. Njororai Simiyu |
Articles first published at tiozambia.com & mg.co.za

I

have taken particular interest in watching
the performance of African teams at the
Russia 2018 World Cup.

Interestingly, Africa has scored only three
goals so far with each of our teams save
Senegal losing their match mostly in the
dying minutes of the game.
I have observed that even with so much
attacking talent, African teams love to
defend.
It is as if they go into the game to maintain
the same result before the game.
Learning from the way African teams play,
I have noted that their play is not different
from the way most Africans approach life.
Africans love to defend their status.
They keep unproductive pieces of land for
generations, they shun business events, they
defend irrelevant customs, traditions, they
stick to economic activities that keep their
poverty intact.
An African will defend a worthless job till
retirement.
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Africans are afraid to attack poverty and will
find every reason to defend their sorry state.
There is very little to celebrate in Africa
because we do not win.
Examine yourself.
What do you defend in your life? It is exciting
to attack. Attack changes results, it brings
euphoria, it makes life worth living. Start
attacking what keeps you miserable now.
Watching Tunisia with all their attacking
talent, speed and energy, I was left wondering
why they opted to defend only to concede a
heartbreaking last minute goal from the team
that chose to attack.
Learn the bad lesson of defending from the
African team and choose attack as your
lifestyle.
Am off to attack!

Why African Teams
Fell at the World Cup Again!

Egypt
Egypt bounced back into the World
Cup after a 28-year absence. A lot
was expected from them given that
they’ve won the African Cup of
Nations a record seven times. Salah’s
injury on the eve of the tournament
proved too costly to overcome and
the rest of the players failed to raise
their game to fill the void in the loss
to Uruguay in the opening game.
Note that Salah dominated Egypt’s
campaign – ultimately scoring seven,
and assisting two, of the 10 goals
they scored both in qualifying and in
Russia.
They returned home from Russia
having lost all their three games.
Morocco
Morocco’s campaign started with a
painful own goal in stoppage time of
their opening game to gift Iran a 1-0
win. It was a huge and costly defensive
error against a beatable opponent
given that Portugal and Spain were
coming up next on their schedule.
Morocco’s performance, like other

African teams, raises questions about
game tactics when leading or trailing
or early and late phases of the game.
Nigeria
Nigeria showed promise given that
they were the youngest team in the
tournament featuring 18 players who
had never played at a World Cup
before. Unfortunately, this young
squad learnt the hard way as they
were just four minutes away from
qualifying for the knockout rounds
when Argentina scored a goal that
knocked them out.
Nigeria paid the price for starting
slowly in the tournament especially
in the first match against Croatia.
Tunisia
Tunisia managed to beat Panama. But
they were simply not good enough
to progress from a difficult group
featuring both Belgium and England.
Captain Wahbi Khazri admitted that
his side found the level against both
top-drawer European opponents to
be,too high, too elevated.

The only consolation is that Tunisia
left the competition as Africa’s top
scorers with five goals from three
games and a sense of satisfaction after
beating Panama.
Senegal
Ahead of the tournament I picked
Nigeria and Senegal to do well.
Senegal started on a high note when
they beat Poland 2-1, raising hopes
that they would shine.
But the dropped points against
Japan in a 2-2 draw exposed their
game management deficiencies
while leading in a close game. Their
inferior disciplinary record led coach
Aliou Cisse to declare that the team
“didn’t deserve” to make the second
round.Poor disciplinary records are
a characteristic that African teams
have struggled with even in past
competitions.
So why was Russia 2018 such a
disaster for African teams? most
conclusively is the fact that the teams
were outmatched technically and
tactically
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Campus Moments Magazine in collaboration with the Division of Students Affairs at NUST ambushed
peeps with a good question to see how they respond.

Given a chance to enrol all over
BULAWAYO
again at NUST would you do it?
OFFICE
This question was one among many in an ongoing Student Satisfation Survey which you are
Suite
403, SkyHub,
encouraged
to participate in, if you are currently admitted at NUST. You stand
National Universitycomplimentary
of
prizes. Take the survey at the following link
http://
Science and Technology,
Between 4th & 5th Avenue
Along Jason Moyo Street,

a chance to win

What respondents said?

Bulawayo.

“In addition to promoting peace, love and unity amongst all humans, I’d preach the message of
forgiveness and social acceptance despite race, tribe or religion.”- Philip Moyo - Computer Science and Technology Sound| University of Science and Technology Liaoning (USTL), China.
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+263-78-555-0033“Inequality: We live in a life where people move on beacause they belive that life is not fair... If we
all lived equally without the rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer the world would be a
newsroom@
better place.”-Prudence F Muzenda - Economics (2nd year student)| Uludag University, Turkey.
campusmoments.org

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
“ The response of youth towards the political world, because they are the future of the world

tomorrow.” - Tanyaradzwa Bhila- BA (Hons) Degeree in History and International Studies | MidLackson Munkombwe
lands State University, Zimbabwe.
+263-77-103-4013
newsroom@
campusmoments.org
“The mentality of humans in this era.People no longer reason like humans. Ubuntu has died.”
-Elvis Jaleke- BComm (Hons) Degree in Entrepreneurship (4th year student)| Lupane State University, Zimbabwe.
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